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  Enhanced oil recovery is the utilization of various technologies and methods to raise the 

volume of crude oil that can be generated from a reservoir. Polymer flooding is acknowledged as 

a chemical EOR method that promotes sweep efficiency by minimizing the mobility ratio, which 

is defined as a ratio among displaced and displacing fluids mobility. principally polymer does not 

affect remaining oil saturation. To decrease residual oil saturation ordinarily surfactant, add to the 

injected fluid to minimize interfacial tension (IFT). In this Thesis, we only concentrate on polymer 

EOR. 

1.1 Research Overview  
Polymer improves the areal and vertical sweep efficiency. The propagation of polymer 

executes a crucial task in performing polymer EOR. Chiefly, degradation and polymer retention 

are regarded as the most notable concerns that can influence polymer distribution. Polymer 

retention is mainly subdivided into polymer adsorption and mechanical entrapment. Polymer 

adsorption illustrates, polymer molecules adhere to the surface of the rock. Hence, the effective 

permeability diminished, and retardation happens at the polymer shock front. Mechanical 

entrapment belongs to the variation between the size of the polymer and the size of the pore 

throats. When the polymer diameters are larger than the smallest pore throats, the polymer captures 

the pores and decreases the effective permeability.  

1.2 Project Objective  
Polymer combines to water to enhance water viscosity. When the water viscosity raises the 

mobility ratio drops and it can aid in improving sweep efficiency. The polymer must propagate 

properly in porous media to have a desirable sweep efficiency. Polymer distribution predominantly 

refers to polymer retention. Polymer retention is divided into adsorption and mechanical plugging. 
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Adsorption means polymer adsorbs on the surface of the rock. The velocity of the polymer current 

reduces. Adsorption admitted as an irreversible phenomenon, generate a decline in polymer 

concentration and effective permeability. After a feasible long period of polymer injection, 

adsorption comes to the richest value. After that, the concentration of the polymer in the inlet and 

outlet must be equivalent. However, experiments show that the polymer concentration in the outlet 

is lower than the injected one. The pressure in the inlet rises continuously. The inlet pressure is a 

function of time during polymer flooding. It exhibits the effect of polymer entrapment, neither 

adsorption. Because of mechanical entrapment, polymers that have higher diameters compared 

with the narrowest pore throats in porous media will trap. As a result, polymer concentration 

reduces at the saturation shock front. Plus, effective permeability also decreases, which is the main 

element for the gradual increases in pressure in the inlet after a reasonable long injection. The most 

notable importance of the rise of pressure in inlet shows up when we examine operation limitations 

that we have during polymer injection. Well-injectivity decreases when we have mechanical 

entrapment. Further, reducing the mechanical entrapment can lessen the polymer concentration at 

the polymer shock front, and as a result, the mobility ratio rises. In this research, we investigate 

the effect of polymer entrapment and adsorption on the instability of the shock front. We examine 

the effect of mechanical entrapment and adsorption on mobility alteration at the shock front. To 

compensation mobility reduction and have a stability in the shock front, how polymer 

concentration must adapt.    

1.3 Outlines of Chapters  
This thesis comprises a theoretical and literature review in Chapter 2, covering an overview of 

polymer EOR mechanisms and previous research on polymer retention and adsorption. In Chapter 

3, all the equations required to model polymer retention and implemented in the COMSOL code 
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are described. In Chapter 4, the results of the numerical simulation and the impression of polymer 

adsorption and mechanical entrapment are represented. The final chapter exhibits the conclusions 

for this project and recommendations for future projects. 
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Chapter 2 Theoretical Background And Literature Review   
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2.1  General Introduction to EOR Methods   
Fossil fuels, like oil and gas, provide about 80% of the world’s energy consumes. Besides, this 

energy demand is likely to increase in the future. Hence, it is vital to manage the production of oil 

from existing fields for as long as possible. As a result, it will be crucial to apply enhanced oil 

recovery (EOR). More than 2 ∗ 10<= barrels of conventional oil and 5 ∗ 10<= barrels of heavy oil 

remain in oil and gas reservoirs, using just nature drive mechanisms such as gas expansion, aquifer 

(water drive), solution gas drive, etc. (Thomas, 2008). In the early phase of oil production, the 

natural drive mechanism within the reservoir will be the method of choice to produce from the oil 

and gas. A common progression when the natural drive mechanisms lose their productivity is to 

consider water and gas injection through reservoir intervals. EOR is describe as every method that 

can be utilized to enhance oil recovery within a reservoir that does exclude natural drive 

mechanisms and injection of water and gas (Stosur, 2003). Such methods include heat transfer into 

heavy oil reservoirs, chemical injection, or inject microbes into the reservoir.  

Enhanced oil recovery techniques, their utilization, and their classifications are shown in 

Figure 1. Polymer flooding implemented when an ample volume of the polymer is added to the 

water and inject into a reservoir with the intention of EOR. Appending polymer to water will raise 

the viscosity of the injected fluid. Also, this not only makes the mobility ratio to decline, but oil 

displacement through the porous media will be more efficient (Lake, 2014). Polymer flooding 

principally applied in the reservoirs with specific situations where conventional water flooding has 

low performance, such as fractured reservoirs or a reservoir with high permeable layer (thief zone) 

in which channeling phenomena may occur during water flooding, polymer gel usually used in 

this condition to shut off layer with high permeability (Speight, 2016).   

To have a prosperous implementation of polymer flooding, it is obliged to have a proper 

propagation of polymer in porous media. Furthermore, a suitable concentration of polymer and 

proper viscosity and appropriate mobility ratio can aid considerably in achieving victorious 

polymer flooding. However, polymer retention may affect dramatically in weaken the performance 

of polymer flooding. Polymer retention ordinarily formed because of adsorption of polymer on the 

surface on the rock, and mechanical entrapment of polymer due to small pore throats size, and 

besides hydraulic retention of the polymer because of the high flow rate of injected fluid (Al-Hajri, 

2018).  
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In this Thesis, aspects of mechanical entrapment and adsorption of the polymer as a 

fundamental phenomenon that impact on polymer EOR performance investigated. 

 

 

Figure 1 : EOR methods, applications, and recovery rate  (Daleel Prteoleum L.L.C.) (Thomas, 2008) 
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2.2  Polymer  
Polymer defined as a long chain, includes complex connected monomers and heavy molecular 

weight, regularly more than 200 gr/mole (Clark, 1982).  The sorts of polymers tend to depend on 

characters of monomers and length of the chain. Regularly polymers with a longer chain, have 

more molecular weight, and consequently more viscosity in the dissolved state, which means more 

profitability and favorable mobility ratio (Gopferich, 1996). Nonetheless, polymers with long-

chain chiefly degraded more. Furthermore, they can plug the pore throats and reduce the effective 

permeability. Therefore, determining the proper size of the polymer is an imperative subject in 

polymer flooding (Skauge, 2018).  

Polymer partitioned to synthetic and biopolymer. Biopolymers have more productivity in high 

salinity water, however synthetic polymer such as Polyacrylamides has more efficiency in low 

salinity water. Consequently, picking the type of proper polymer is a function of properties of the 

reservoir such as water salinity, temperature, oil viscosity and so on (Needham, 1987). Plus, pore 

size distribution and heterogeneity of the reservoir are vital criteria that effect on polymer size.  

 

Figure 2 : Monomer and Polymer (usually polymer which used in EOR contains at least eight 

connected monomers chains) (UNSW, School of material science and engineering , 2013) 

2.3  Polymer Flooding Mechanisms  
Polymer flooding enhances oil recovery from 12% to 15% of oil in place (Hosseini, 2019). 

Viscos polymer solution flooded in the reservoir and lessen the mobility ratio between displacing 

fluid which is polymer dissolved water and displaced fluid which is oil. As a result, compared with 

traditional water flooding, the mobility ratio converts more favorable (Wei, 2014). Every 
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secondary and tertiary oil recovery method increases the recovery factor “RF”. Wherever the 

recovery factor is a function of volumetric sweep efficiency and displacement efficiency (Ahmed, 

2012). Polymer does not affect residual oil saturation. Generally, the influence of polymer EOR 

is only represented in areal and vertical sweep efficiency. To minimize the residual oil saturation 

surfactant combined with the polymer and inject it into the reservoir. The surfactant diminishes 

the interfacial tension (IFT) and decreases the residual oil saturation (Karnanda, 2012). All in all, 

polymer added to water to increase the water viscosity, reduce the mobility ratio, and 

enhance sweep efficiency (Lake, 2014).  

𝑅𝐹 = 𝐸BCD𝐸E = (𝐸G𝐸B)𝐸E Equation 1 
𝐸B = Vertical sweep efficiency  𝑬𝑨 = Areal sweep efficiency  
𝐸E= Displacement sweep efficiency  𝑬𝑽𝒐𝒍= Volumetric sweep efficiency  

 

2.3.1  Mobility Ratio  
Mobility ratio determined as mobility of displacing fluid that can be water or polymer or foam 

or even gases such as CO2, which are backward the shock front divided by the mobility of fluid-

in-place which is oil or gas in hydrocarbon reserves and water in geothermal projects (Fanchi, 

2002).  

The main objective of polymer flooding is improving volumetric sweep efficiency by 

decreasing mobility ratios compare with traditional water flooding. Mobility ratio defined as a 

ratio of the displacing fluid (polymer) mobility to the displaced (oil) fluid in polymer EOR.  

𝑀 =
𝜆PQRSDTUQVW	XDYQP(ZT[\])
𝜆PQRSDTU\P	XDYQP	(CQD)

=
𝑘]Z
𝑘]C

𝜇C
𝜇Z

 
Equation 2 

 
 

The desirable mobility ratio is recognized as one or below one, where we do not have instability 

in the shock front and there is no viscose fingering. The mobility ratio, below one, indicated that 
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the displacing fluid, which is water/polymer, cannot transfer faster than displaced fluid (Ahmed, 

2012). Yet, it is not regularly possible to have a mobility ratio below one, particularly in an extra-

heavy oil reservoir, because of both economic issues associated with the expense of polymer and 

mechanical consideration of injection pressure (Lake, 2014). Injection pressure cannot exceed a 

specified value that identified as an operational limitation (Speight, 2016).  

According to Equation 2 in order to decrease the mobility ratio and make mobility ratio more 

favorable we can : 

• Decreasing the effective water permeability  

• Increasing the effective oil permeability  

• Decreasing the oil viscosity  

• Increasing the water viscosity 

Exchanging characteristics of the displaced fluid implemented by applying thermal recovery 

techniques nor polymer EOR. However, polymer flooding principally increases water viscosity 

and decreases effective water permeability (Ahmed, 2012).  

By raising water viscosity and decreasing water effective permeability, the mobility ratio 

drops.  

Mobility Ratio Calculation 

Figure 3 represents the two shocks while polymer flooding. In the case of polymer EOR, two 

shock fronts befall (Pope, 1980 ). The initial saturation shock transpires between initial fluid-in-

place and the displaced water and the second saturation shock among displaced water and the 

polymer solution.  

Using linear stability analysis (Chorin, 1983) assisted to determine the mobility ratio where 

𝑆𝑤X= refers to the upstream front saturation at polymer-solution, 𝑆𝑤X< assigned to water saturation 

at the oil bank and initial water saturation refers to 𝑆𝑤QVQ[. The dashed line described polymer 

concentration.  

𝑀 =
(𝜆Z + 𝜆C)YSR[]\Tc

(𝜆Z + 𝜆C)PCZVR[]\Tc
 

Equation 3 
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Figure 3: Water saturation profile during polymer flooding. Two saturation shock fronts will represent 

during polymer EOR, the first front represents the boundary between fluid-in-place and water. While the 

second front represents the boundary between polymer and oil-bank. The dash line shows the polymer 

concentration. After the second shock we do not have any chemicals. (Bouquet, 2017 ) 

Figure 4 portrays the fractional flow function versus water saturation, where "J" is an injection 

point and "I" represents the primary condition in the reservoir before implementing EOR.  

By drawing the tangent line from origin (0,0) to the polymer/oil line, we achieve point "A" (in 

the red line) and point "B" (in the blue line). The inclination of the line which connected origin to 

point A describes the speed of the polymer front (𝑉SCDec\]	X]CV[).  

The intersection between the line crossed from the origin and the blue (water/oil) line expresses 

point "B", and the slope of a line that joined "B" to "I" (initial condition), represents the velocity 

of the oil-bank front (𝑉CQDfgTVh). 

The stability of the oil-bank front, the first front, chiefly depends on reservoir initial condition, 

such as primary oil and water saturation and reservoir heterogeneity and by injecting polymer we 

cannot make it stable. At the same time, the polymer can only impact on second saturation shock 

front stability. To guarantee we have stable polymer flooding the polymer front mobility consider 

less than the oil-bank front (W.B.Gogarty, 1970).  
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This implies that the mobility ratio at the second shock front obligation considers desirable 

(one or below one).  

 

Figure 4 : fractional flow and dimensionless length vs. water saturation, the first and second shock 

front velocity can achieve using the following method. Point “J” represents the injection situation and 

point “I” displays the initial condition. (Farajzadeh, 2019) 

Mobility ratio calculation with adsorption  

To calculate the mobility ratio with acknowledging the adsorption, first of all, we have to 

define the retardation factor (𝐷j) which expresses the suspension in polymer saturation shock front 

due to adsorption (Moreno, 2016).  

𝐷R =
1 − 𝜑
𝜑

𝜌R
𝜌Z

ΓR
𝑐QVp

 
Equation 4 

 

𝜌R : grain density  𝜌Z : polymer solution density  

ΓR : adsorbed polymer on rock ( qW
W]	]CUh

) 𝑐QVp :injected concentration of polymer in ppm 
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Accordingly, after calculating the retardation factor (𝐷j), we can apply the corresponding 

method. Nonetheless, instead of origin, we will draw the tangent line from (-𝐷j,0), as described in 

Figure 5a. Therefore, the position of points “A” and “B” will change and the velocity of the 

polymer front (𝑉SCDec\]	X]CV[) decreases.  

As shown by Equation 4, the retardation factor depends on injection concentration, which 

implies that the adsorbed polymer will increase by higher polymer injected concentration (Figure 

6).  

 

Figure 5: (a) Fractional flow diagram (with polymer adsorption), (b) saturation profile during polymer 

flooding (Pope, 1980 ) 

 

Figure 6: Polymer adsorption vs. polymer concentration. Ordinarily, by increasing the polymer 

concentration, the adsorption polymer will increase.  (Zhang, 2014) 
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2.3.2 Sweep Efficacy  
Polymer flooding influences on vertical and areal sweep efficiency, compared with 

conventional water flooding the mobility ratio will be decrees. Hence, the swept area will 

improvements.  

Furthermore, in reservoirs with heterogeneity and anisotropy, polymer flooding can avoid 

channeling through the thief layer. . (𝐸rCDYc\[]QU = 𝐸r\][QUTD𝐸T]\TD) (Paul, 1982).  

Vertical sweep efficiency is defined as the cross-section area contacted/total cross-section area. 

(𝐸r =
U]CRR	R\U[QCV	T]\T	UCV[TU[\P
[C[TD	U]CRR	R\U[QCV	T]\T

), Figure 7 represnts considerable effect of polymer flooding on 

vertical sweep efficiency, second layer obviously has high permeability, so the water flows faster 

in high permeable layer and the result could be low sweep efficiency and early breakthroughtime.  

 

Figure 7: Vertical Sweep efficiency of water vs polymer flooding (Prasad, 2018) 

Polymer flooding can increase the areal sweep efficiency which defined as, an area 

contacted/total area ratio. (𝐸G =
T]\T	UCV[TU[\P

[C[TD	T]\
). Therefore, the most important role of polymer is 

increasing viscosity of injected fluid, which can improve sweep efficiency by decreasing mobility 

ratio.  

The importance of polymer flooding effect can be most illustrate when we compare it with 

water-flooding, especially in case we have heterogeneous layers and cross flow between vertical 

layers. 
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Figure 8: Areal sweep efficiency of water vs polymer flooding (Prasad, 2018) 

The mobility effects significantly on sweep efficiency, according to Table 1 from “Advanced 

Reservoir Management and Engineering” book, areal sweep efficiency increases, by decreasing 

mobility ratio.  

 

Table 1: Mobility ratio effect on areal sweep efficiency (Ahmed, 2012) 

2.4 Polymer Retention  
Polymer retention represents every mechanism responsible for diminishing the conventional 

velocity of polymer molecules when they transfer through the permeable reservoir. Polymer 

retention can be terminated by adsorption on the surface of the rock or mechanical plugging and 

trapping. The interaction between the rock surface and polymer molecules named adsorption. 

Adsorption determines polymer molecules bound to the surface of the rock thanks to electrostatic 

forces between the rock and polymer molecules (Zitha, 1998).  

Polymer retention in a reservoir can appear because of polymer whether adsorption on a rock 

surface or mechanical entrapment inside pores and precipitation, due to the smaller size of pores 

throats compare to the size of polymer molecules. Mechanical entrapment commands the 

destruction of polymer stability. This implies a decline of polymer concentration in polymer 
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saturation shock and as a result, can damage mobility control. Polymer adsorption can compose a 

delay and retardation in the polymer front (Sorbie, 1991). 

 

Figure 9 : polymer retention in porous media (Lake, 2014) 

Mechanical entrapment or deep bed-filtration transpires when the polymer molecules pass 

through pores and ordinarily because of the small size of pore throats, they block the pores (Sorbie, 

1991). The rate of polymer injection significantly depends on the maximum allowable pressure. 

However, as it represented Figure 10, the mechanical entrapment can raise the pressure in the 

injector. This implies polymers with larger size compared with the smallest pore throats, will 

capture and collapse the pore and consequently, we can observe permeability reduction and BHP 

increases.  

 

Figure 10 : field BHP and injection rate (Lotfollahi m. , 2015) 
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As depicted in Figure 11, polymers always have impurity, which determines that the size of 

all the molecules is not accurately equal, and seldom the largest size of polymers can block the 

pore throats. The principal consequence of polymer retention can consider as a permeability 

reduction. In Chapter 3, the equations related to polymer capture, and adsorption represented and 

in Chapter 4, we can see the influence of polymer retention on water saturation and mobility ratio 

of second saturation shock by numerical simulation.    

 

Figure 11: distribution of polymer molecule size and rock pore size (Lotfollahi M. , 2016 ) 

Effective permeability reduction due to adsorption chiefly represented by the Langmuir 

equation and the permeability decline due to adsorption assumes irreversible and remains even 

after polymer flooding. Regularly, adsorption reaches the maximum amount after a reasonable 

long injection period. However, the concentration of polymer and pressure in the outlet constantly 

rises because of mechanical entrapment. (In case we did not consider back-pressure, constant 

pressure in the core's outlet.) 
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Chapter 3 Physics and Mathematics  
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3.1 Mass Conservation:  
Total mass in the volume of “V”, by considering water density of “ρt”, the porosity “φ”, and 

water saturation equal to “St” is consider as “m”. Hence, the total mass can be obtained by 

computing total water mass in porous media multiply by water density. And the fraction of water 

volume in space is equal to “φSt”. So, as a result, the total mass of water in the volume of “V” is 

equal to :  

m =∭ρtφStdV. Equation 5 

Mass rate, is total mass variation in volume of “V” with respect to the time, “t”. Therefore, 

by considering constant volume “V”, we can compute rate of mass variation by : 

dm
dt =| }

d(ρtφSt)
dt ~ dV.

�
 

Equation 6 

Mass flow can compute from Equation 7, where “s” is the surface area of the volume “V”, 

in which water transferred from. According to the Figure 12 "ut�" is water velocity perpendicular 

to surface, “s” . Therefore mass flow can be obtain by equation below (where “Φ” is flux term): 

Φ = −� �ρtut�� . ds.
�

 
Equation 7 

 

Figure 12 : mass exchange in a defined section with Volume "V". 
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Because we assume that there is no participation or source term inside the volume “V” and 

fluid is incompressible so we can emphasize that Equation 6 =  Equation 7 : 

Mass rate (kg/s)= Mass flow or flux (kg/s) 

|}
d(ρtφSt)

dt ~ dV = −��ρtut�� . ds. 
Equation 8 

So, in order to simplify the equation above, first of all, we can use the divergence theorem 

in the right hand side:  

|(
d(ρtφSt)

dt )dV = −|∇. �ρtut�dV. 
Equation 9 

Therefore, we just transfer the right hand side to the left and we can obtain one volume 

integral :  

∭��(�����)
��

+ ∇. (ρtut)� dV = 0. Equation 10 

It is obvious that, in the Equation 10, integral should be zero for any volume we consider ( 

this means that any small volume element in fluid is always supposed so large that still contains a 

large number of molecules), so it only happens when the following integral is zero, and that is a 

partial differential equation that expresses our conservation of mass in general form :  

∂(ρtφSt)
∂t + ∇. �ρtut� = 0. 

Equation 11 

By considering that porosity is constant we can obtain that : (often the porosity is constant, 

unless we have deformation in our rock, which is not our case here) : 
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𝜑
𝜕(𝜌Z𝑆Z)

𝜕𝑡 + ∇. �𝜌Z𝑢Z� = 0. 
Equation 12 

For constant water density we obtain that (tend to when we work with water and oil, in 

order to simplify our equations, we can neglect compressibility of fluid, and also we can assume 

that density of water remain constant, so we can take out both “𝜌Z”, so we have equation below 

which is our partial differential equation, shows mass conservation in pore volume) :  

𝜑
𝜕𝑆Z
𝜕𝑡 + ∇. 𝑢Z = 0. 

Equation 13 

similarly the oil equation obtain by considering the oil saturation of “𝑆C”. (In this equations 

we assume that we have two phase flow geometry, no gas exist is our system, in another word 

𝑆Z + 𝑆C = 1.)   

𝜑
𝜕𝑆C
𝜕𝑡 + ∇. 𝑢C = 0. 

Equation 14 

Where trivially divergence of “𝑢�” is equal to (in 2D) :  

∇. 𝑢C =
𝜕𝑢C�

𝜕𝑥 +
𝜕𝑢C

e

𝜕𝑦  
Equation 15 

Now we can write Darcy equations for both the water and the oil, then we have : (where 

𝜆Z =
h�
q�

   is water mobility and 𝜆C =
h�
q�

  is oil mobility.)   

𝑢Z = −𝜆Z𝛻𝑃Z. Equation 16 
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𝑢C = −𝜆C𝛻𝑃C. Equation 17 

Capillary pressure defines as a pressure variation between the non-wetting fluid in the 

reservoir and wetting fluid and then can determine as the following equation:  

𝑃U = 𝑃VCVZ\[ − 𝑃Z\[. Equation 18 

Then just to simplified we consider in our case we have water wet reservoir, then we can 

obtain :  

𝑃U = 𝑃C − 𝑃Z. Equation 19 

3.2 Partial Differential Equations  
Using mass conservation equations for oil and for water , Equation 13 and Equation 14, and by 

considering just oil and water in porous media (so we do not have gas), and by summation of two 

mass conservation equations for oil and water, we can obtain the following equation, which 

emphasis that divergence of total velocity is zero :  

 Total velocity consider as a constant volume. As a consequence the divergence of total 

velocity is zero :  

∇. �𝑢Z + 𝑢C� = ∇. �𝑢[C[TD� = 0. Equation 21 

𝝋
𝝏
𝝏𝒕
(𝑺𝒘 + 𝑺𝒐) + 𝜵. �𝒖𝒘 + 𝒖𝒐� = 𝟎.	 

Equation 20 
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𝑢[C[TD = 𝑢Z + 𝑢C Equation 22 

Now by using Darcy ( Equation 16 and Equation 17) equations in water and oil we can 

obtain : 

𝑢[C[TD = −𝜆Z∇𝑃Z − 𝜆C∇𝑃C. Equation 23 

By using capillary pressure definition, Equation 19, we can replace 𝑃C by 𝑃U + 𝑃Z, in Darcy 

equation and we obtain:  

𝑢[C[TD = −𝜆Z∇𝑃Z − 𝜆C∇(𝑃U + 𝑃Z) = −𝜆Z∇𝑃Z − 𝜆C∇𝑃U − 𝜆C∇𝑃Z. Equation 24 

We just simplify right hand side and we obtain :  

𝑢[C[TD	 = −�1 + £�
£�
� 𝜆Z∇𝑃Z − 𝜆C∇𝑃U. Equation 25 

Now by using definition of fractional flow function we have following equation. (By 

considering, gravitation term and capillary term do not play a role in our equation. So the fractional 

flow can be simplified to the following equation):  

𝑓Z(𝑆Z) =
£�

£�¥£�
. Equation 26 

Using fractional flow definition, by considering no gravity and capillary term in definition 

of fractional flow function can help us to obtain :   
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𝑢[C[TD = −
1
𝑓Z
𝜆Z∇𝑃Z − 𝜆C∇𝑃U. 

Equation 27 

By using Darcy equation in water, Equation 16, we can obtain the following equation :  

𝑢[C[TD =
1
𝑓Z
𝑢Z − 𝜆C∇𝑃U. 

Equation 28 

And then we just multiples both left and right hand slides by 𝑓Z: 

𝑓Z𝑢[C[TD = 𝑢Z − 𝑓Z𝜆C∇𝑃U. Equation 29 

Therefore, we can easily obtain 𝑢Z from following equation and then we will use definition of 

fraction flow, Equation 26, and calculate : (where ∇𝑆Z = �j�,¦j�,§
�).  

𝑢Z = 𝑓Z𝑢[C[TD + 𝑓Z𝜆C∇𝑃U = 𝑓Z𝑢[C[TD − �−
£�£�
£�¥£�

� ∇𝑃U. Equation 30 

 Therefore, Equation 31, represents the relation between water velocity, capillary pressure, 

and water saturation. 

𝑢Z = 𝑓Z𝑢[C[TD − }−
𝜆C𝜆Z
𝜆Z + 𝜆C

𝑑𝑃U
𝑑𝑆Z

~ ∇𝑆Z. 
Equation 31 

Then by definition, capillary diffusion coefficient can define using following equation:  

−
𝜆C𝜆Z
𝜆Z + 𝜆C

𝜕𝑃U
𝜕𝑆Z

= 𝐷©. 
Equation 32 
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Therefore, we can easily obtain the equation for water velocity : (in order to simplify the 

equations we consider that, although 𝐷© was function of 𝑆Z but we consider that 𝐷UTS is the same 

definition as 𝐷© but is not anymore depends on 𝑆Z.  

𝑢Z = 𝑓Z𝑢[C[TD − 𝐷UTS∇𝑆Z. Equation 33 

Similarly we can obtain the oil by using Equation 22:  

𝑢C = 𝑓C𝑢[C[TD − 𝐷UTS𝛻𝑆C. Equation 34 

Now by using mass conservation equation, Equation 13, in water and replacing water velocity 

with the Equation 33, we can obtain : (by considering divergence of total velocity is equal to zero.) 

𝜑
𝜕𝑆Z
𝜕𝑡 + 𝑢[C[TD∇𝑓Z = ∇. ª𝐷UTS∇𝑆Z«. 

Equation 35 

Therefore, in 1D and two phase, it is dimensional partial differential equation which we 

have for saturation :  

𝜑
𝜕𝑆Z
𝜕𝑡 + 𝑢[C[TD

𝜕𝑓Z
𝜕𝑥 =

𝜕
𝜕𝑥 𝐷UTS

𝜕𝑆Z
𝜕𝑥 . 

Equation 36 

Now in order to make it dimensionless we can using following definition for dimensionless 

time, distance, and velocity, moreover we have equation for reference time : 

𝑡¬ = 𝜑
𝑥¬	
𝑢¬

 

 

𝑡E =
𝑡
𝑡¬
. 

 

𝑥E =
𝑥
𝑥¬
. 

 

𝑢E =
𝑢
𝑥¬
𝑡¬
. 𝑃¬ = −

𝜇Z𝑢¬𝑥¬
𝑘  

 
𝑃E =

𝑃
𝑃¬
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Where 𝑡¬ defined as a required time for the fluid to go through porous media with reference 

velocity (1PV). And 𝑃¬ is defined as a pressure differences between inlet and outlet, to have a flow 

with contact velocity of 𝑢¬. By using dimensionless definitions and partial differential equation 

(PDE) which we have for saturation, Equation 36, we can obtain :  

𝜑
𝜕𝑆Z

𝜕(𝑡¬𝑡E)
+ 𝑢[C[TD

𝜕𝑓Z
𝜕(𝑥¬𝑥E)

=
𝜕

𝜕(𝑥¬𝑥E)
𝐷UTS

𝜕𝑆Z
𝜕(𝑥¬𝑥E)

. 
Equation 37 

By divided both right and left hand sides to 𝒖𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍
𝒙𝑹

 we can obtain the equation below:  

𝑥¬
𝑢[C[TD

𝜑
𝑡¬
𝜕𝑆Z
𝜕𝑡E

+
𝜕𝑓Z
𝜕𝑥E

=
𝑥¬
𝑢¬
𝐷UTS
𝑥¬=

𝜕=𝑆Z
𝜕𝑥E=

. 
Equation 38 

Therefore by definition of Peclet number (where 𝑃𝑒 = Y¯�¯
E°±²

), we can simplified equation 

and then we have :  

𝜕𝑆Z
𝜕𝑡E

+
𝜕𝑓Z
𝜕𝑥E

=
1
𝑃𝑒
𝜕=𝑆Z
𝜕𝑥E=

. 
Equation 39 

Similarly in 2D we know that : 

∇. �𝑓Z𝑢[C[TD� =
³ªX�Y´�´±µ

¦ «
³�

+ ³ªX�Y´�´±µ
§ «

³e
= 𝑢[C[TD� ³X�

³�
+ 𝑓Z

³Y´�´±µ
¦

³�
+ 𝑢[C[TD

e ³X�
³e
+ 𝑓Z

³Y´�´±µ
§

³e
. 

Equation 40 

Or in the other words we can implies that :  

∇. �𝑓Z𝑢[C[TD� = ¶
·¸�
·¦
·¸�
·§

¹ . }Y´�´±µ
¦

Y´�´±µ
§ ~ = ∇𝑓Z. 𝑢[C[TD . 

 

Equation 41 

As  a consequence, the final equation for saturation in 2D is following equation, using Equation 

31 : 

𝜑 ³j�
³[
+ (𝛻𝑓Z). 𝑢[C[TD =

³(E°±²
·º�
·¦ )

³�
+

³(E°±²
·º�
·§ )

³e
= ∇. (𝐷UTS∇𝑆Z). 

Equation 42 
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Therefore, the dimensionless form of the PDE equation of saturation can obtain as a : (where  

𝑢E� =
Y´�´±µ
¦

Y»¼½¾°´»�¼
 , and 𝑢E

e = Y´�´±µ
§

Y»¼½¾°´»�¼
 , 𝑥E =

�
�¯

 , 𝑦E =
e
�¯

 ). 

³j�
³[¿

+ À
·¸�
·¦¿
·¸�
·§¿

Á . }Y¿
¦

Y¿
§~ =

<
Â\
(³

Ãj�
³�¿

Ã +
³Ãj�
³e¿

Ã ). 
Equation 43 

 

Therefore, we obtain the first equation related to saturation in 2D, assuming that there is 

incompressible fluid in porous media and by considering that capillary and gravitation is 

negligible. Now we need to obtain next equation for pressure. In order to obtain it first of all we 

need to use mass conservation equation, Equation 13 and Equation 14 and Darcy law Equation 23, 

which we already used to obtain previous partial differential equation.  

We know that the divergence of total velocity is zero. Therefore, just by using Darcy law we 

can obtain following equation :  

∇. 𝑢[C[TD = ∇. (−𝜆Z∇𝑃Z − λC∇𝑃C) = 0. Equation 44 
 

Using definition of capillary pressure can help us to simplified formula :  

∇. (−𝜆Z∇(𝑃C − 𝑃U) − 𝜆C∇𝑃C) = 0. Equation 45 
 

∇. (−(𝜆Z + 𝜆C)∇𝑃C + 𝜆Z∇𝑃U) = 0. Equation 46 
 

∇. (−𝜆[C[TD∇𝑃C + 𝜆Z∇𝑃U) = 0. Equation 47 
 

∇. (𝜆[C[TD∇𝑃C) = ∇. (−𝜆Z∇𝑃U). Equation 48 
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By using definition of mobility we can obtain :  

∇. }
𝑘𝑘]Z
𝜇Z

+
𝑘𝑘]C
𝜇C

~ ∇𝑃C = ∇. }−
𝑘𝑘]Z
𝜇Z

∇𝑃U~. 
Equation 49 

 Now, we use the dimensionless pressure definition to exchange the general equation to 

dimensionless form:  

1
𝑥¬=
∇E. }

𝑘𝑘]Z
𝜇Z

+
𝑘𝑘]C
𝜇C

~ ∇E𝑃C,E𝑃¬ =
1
𝑥¬=
∇E. }

𝑘𝑘]Z
𝜇Z

∇E𝑃U,E𝑃¬~. 
Equation 50 

 

𝜇Z
𝑘𝑡¬

∇E. }
𝑘𝑘]Z
𝜇Z

+
𝑘𝜇Z
𝜇Z𝜇C

𝑘]C~ ∇E𝑃C,E =
1
𝑥¬=
∇E. }

𝑘𝑘]Z
𝜇Z

∇E𝑃U,E𝑃¬~. 
Equation 51 

 

1
𝑡¬
∇E. }𝑘]Z +

𝜇Z
𝜇C
𝑘]C~ ∇E𝑃C,E =

1
𝑡¬
∇E. (𝑘]Z∇E𝑃U,E) 

Equation 52 

The equation below represents the partial differential equation for pressure in case we neglect 

effect of gravity. However we still consider capillary pressure on it :  

∇E. }𝑘]Z +
𝜇Z
𝜇C
𝑘]C~ ∇E𝑃C,E = ∇E. (𝑘]Z∇E𝑃U,E) 

Equation 53 

 

We assume that the capillary pressure is negligible. Therefore, we can assume that ∇𝑃U = 0. 

And then by using the definition of total mobility we can obtain the following formula : 

∇E. }𝑘]Z +
𝜇Z
𝜇C
𝑘]C~ ∇E𝑃C,E = 0. Equation 54 

Similarly we can obtain the following partial differential equation for polymer concentration :  

𝜑
𝜕(𝐶𝑆Z)
𝜕𝑥E

+
𝜕(𝐶𝑢Z� )
𝜕𝑥E

+
𝜕(𝐶𝑢Z

e )
𝜕𝑦E

= 𝜑𝐷
𝜕(𝐶 𝜕𝑆Z𝜕𝑥E

)

𝜕𝑥E
 

Equation 55 
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Where diffusion coefficient which we have in Equation 55, is molecular diffusion coefficient 

(D), while the diffusion coefficient in saturation partial differential equation, Equation 42, consider 

as a capillary diffusion. Therefore, in numerical simulation we have to consider this point in to our 

model.  

3.3 Summary of Equations and Boundary Conditions 
Ø Partial Differential Equation (PDE) for saturation considering no capillary and gravity 

forces: 

𝜑
𝜕𝑆Z
𝜕𝑡 +

𝜕𝑢Z�
𝜕𝑥 +

𝜕𝑢Ze
𝜕𝑦 =

𝜕
𝜕𝑥 }𝐷UTS

𝜕𝑆Z
𝜕𝑥 ~ +

𝜕
𝜕𝑦 }𝐷UTS

𝜕𝑆Z
𝜕𝑦 ~. 

𝜕𝑆Z
𝜕𝑡E

+
𝜕𝑢Z
𝜕𝑥E

+
𝜕𝑢Z
𝜕𝑦E

=
1
𝑃𝑒 (

𝜕=𝑆Z
𝜕𝑥E=

+
𝜕=𝑆Z
𝜕𝑦E=

) 

𝑥¬ = 𝐿 
 

𝑢¬ = 𝑢QVp\U[\P=fh
q
Â¯
�¯

 

 

𝑃𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑡 =
𝑢¬𝑥¬
𝐷UTS

 

 

𝑡E = 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠	𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 	
𝜑𝑥¬
𝑢¬

 

 

𝑢Z� = 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟	𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦	𝑖𝑛	𝑥	𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 	
−𝑘𝑘]Z
𝜇Z

𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑥 𝑢C� = 𝑜𝑖𝑙	𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 	

−𝑘𝑘]C
𝜇C

𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑥 

𝑢Z
e = 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟	𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦	𝑖𝑛	𝑦	𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

−𝑘𝑘]Z
𝜇Z

𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑦 𝑃¬ =

−𝜇Z𝑢¬𝑥¬
𝑘  

𝑃E =
𝑃
𝑃¬

 𝑥E =
𝑥
𝑥¬
																																𝑦E =

𝑦
𝑥¬

 

 
• Boundary Conditions used for saturation PDE :  

Initial Condition (All domain) : 𝑆ZU  

Source condition (Inlet) : 𝐾 }ÑÒ�(<fj�Ò�)
q²

³Â
³�
+ ÑÒ�(<fj�Ò�)

q²

³Â
³e
~		  
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Flux condition (Outlet) : −𝐾 }ÑÒ�(j�)
q²

³Â
³�
+ ÑÒ�(j�)

q²

³Â
³e
~		 

Zero Flux term : As it represents in Figure 13, we consider no flow from top and bottom of the 

defined model. This hypothesis applied in all 3 PDEs.   

 

Figure 13: The blue lines in this figure shows the zero flux. Which means that we do not have any flow 

from these boundaries.  

Ø PDE for Pressure : (Capillary pressure and gravity force are negligible)  

∇. (𝑘 }
𝑘]Z
𝜇Z

+
𝑘]C
𝜇C
~ (∇𝑃E)) = 0 

}𝑘]Z + 𝑘]C
𝜇Z
𝜇C
~ ∇E𝑃E = 𝑢[C[TD 

𝑃E =
𝑃
𝑃¬

 

• Boundary Conditions used for pressure PDE :  

Initial Condition (All domain): 20-10x  
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Dirichlet Boundary condition 1 (Inlet) : 10Ó𝑃𝑎  

Dirichlet Boundary condition 2 (Outlet) : 10Ô	𝑃𝑎   

Zero flux term : exactly similar to Figure 13.  

Ø PDE for Concentration : (Capillary pressure and gravity force are negligible)  

𝜑
𝜕(𝐶𝑆Z)
𝜕𝑥E

+ 𝜕�¿(𝐶𝑢Z�) + 𝜕e¿(𝐶𝑢Ze) = 𝐷𝜑𝜕�¿(𝐶𝜕�¿𝑆Z) 

𝐶¬ = 𝐶QVp\U[QCV 

D : molecular diffusion coefficient, which is different from diffusion term which we had in 

saturation PDE (that was capillary diffusion).  

• Boundary Conditions used for concentration PDE :  

Initial Condition (All domain) : 0  

Dirichlet Boundary Condition (Inlet) : 1   

Flux Condition (Outlet): 𝐶  

3.4 Mechanical Entrapment and Adsorption  
As we explained previously in Chapter 2, the polymer will improve the viscosity of the injected 

solution. The equation below expresses the relation between polymer concentration and injected 

viscosity. Where “m” and “n” obtain through experiments for which kind of polymer.  

𝜇S = 𝜇Z(1 + 𝑚𝑐 + 𝑛𝑐=) 
 

Equation 56 
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𝜇S = polymer	viscosity 
 

n = viscosity coefficient 
 

c = polymer	concentration	in	aqueous	phase 
 

m = viscosity coefficient 
 

𝜇Z = water	viscosity 
 

 

Mechanical entrapment and adsorption principally effect on effective permeability. As it 

represented in the equation below, the adsorption and mechanical entrapment diminish 

permeability. 

k(0,0)
k(c,ä σ) = 1 + Rcç + βσ 

 

Equation 57 
 

cç = adsobred	polymer	concentration 

R= permeability-reduction (or resistance) factor due to polymer adsorption  

σ = trapped	polymer	concentration	 

β = formation	damage	coefficient 

Tend to simulate polymer adsorption in porous media Langmuir equation used. The equation 

below represents the Langmuir equation in porous media. 

Cí =
bC

1 + bC
Cîïðñ  

 

Equation 58 
 

Cí =
cç
φc0

									dimentionless	adsorbed	polymer	concentration 

Cmaxñ = maximum	dimensionless	adsorbed − polymer	concentration 

b= Langmuir polymer adsorption parameter 
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φ = porosity 

To compute the relative permeability, we utilized the Corey-type function which represented 

below. 

kót = kótôSwnV� 
 

Equation 59 
 

𝑘óõ = 𝑘óõô(1 − St�)V� 
 

Equation 60 
 

 Where we have :  

𝑆ZV =
𝑆Z − 𝑆ZU

1 − 𝑆C]Z − 𝑆ZU
 

 

𝑆Z= water saturation  
 

𝑆ZU= connate water saturation  
 

𝑆C]Z= residual oil saturation  
 

𝑘]Z= water relative permeability  
 

𝑘]C= oil relative permeability  
 

All in all, the pressure and concentration equations which we applied in 1D represented here. ( In 

these formula we do not consider the diffusion coefficient)  

𝜕ª𝐶𝑆𝑤 + 𝐶ö(𝐶) + 𝑆«
𝜕𝑡E

+
𝜕(𝐶𝑓𝑤)
𝜕𝑥E

= 0 

 

Equation 61 
 

𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑥 =

𝑢
𝑘�
(𝜇Z(1 + 𝑚𝑐 + 𝑛𝑐=)(1 + 𝑅�̂� + 𝛽𝜎)) 

 

Equation 62 
 

Where we have :  

𝑅 = 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦	𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟	𝑑𝑢𝑒	𝑡𝑜	𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑟	𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	 
 

𝑘0 = 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙	𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 

𝑥𝐷 =
𝑥
𝐿
     dimensionless distance 

 
𝛽 = 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒	𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡	 
 

𝑡𝐷 =
𝑢𝑡
𝜑𝐿

			𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠	𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 

 

𝑢 = 𝑎𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑠	𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒	𝐷𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑦	𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦	 
 

𝑆 = 	
𝜎
𝜑𝑐�

		𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠	𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑑	(𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑)𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑟	𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

 

�̂� = 𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑑	𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑟	𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	 
 

𝜎 = 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑑	𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑟	𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	  
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Where in 2D the concentration PDE equation, will be as follow, Equation 63 :  

𝜑
𝜕(𝐶𝑆Z + 𝐶ö(𝐶) + 𝑆)

𝜕𝑥E
+ 𝜕�¿(𝐶𝑢Z�) + 𝜕e¿(𝐶𝑢Ze) = 𝐷𝜑𝜕�¿(𝐶𝜕�¿𝑆Z) 

 

Equation 63 
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Chapter 4 Numerical Simulation 
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In this Chapter, we would like to determine the distinction between water flooding and polymer 

EOR and investigate the effect on mechanical entrapment and polymer adsorption on the efficiency 

of polymer flooding.  

4.1 Water flooding 
In this section, we considered that we have conventional water flooding in the reservoir with 

the following data. 

L  Length  100[m] 𝜇𝑜 oil viscosity  90[cP] 
K  Total permeability  100[mD] 𝑛Z 𝑘]Z = 𝑘]Z\𝑆ZV

V� 
Constant of Corey-type function  

3 

𝜑 Porosity        0.28 𝑛C 𝑘]C = 𝑘]CZ(1 − 𝑆ZV)V� 
Constant of Corey-type function  

2 

u Total velocity  3.3e-6[m/s] 𝑆ZU Connate water saturation   0.2 
𝜇Z Water viscosity  0.65[cP] 𝑆C]Z  Residual oil saturation  0.25 
𝑘]C\ End point oil permeability  0.85 𝑘]Z\ End point water permeability 0.25 

Table 2 : data used for conventional water flooding in both heterogeneous and homogeneous reservoirs 

This results are represented water flooding in homogeneous reservoir. Using data at Table 2.  

 

Figure 14: water saturation vs. length in homogeneous reservoir at 0.17 pore volume injected (PV), 

0.28 PV, 0.32 PV and 0.55 PV which represent that water saturation at upstream shock is 0.37 and at the 

downstream is 0.2. 
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According to Equation 59 and Equation 60, we can calculate the relative permeability of oil and 

water using the data at Table 2. Therefore as it represents in Figure 15, the relative water and oil 

permeability as a function of water saturation represented. We use the following figure for all the 

models in this Chapter. The Figure 16, represents the water flooding in porous media with the 

data represented in Table 2. (Mobility ratio is more than 1 in this case, so it is unstable flow) 

 

Figure 15: oil and water relative permeability vs. water saturation using Corey-type function 
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Figure 16: water flooding in reservoir and viscous fingering due to high mobility ratio (mobility ratio 

above 1) 

In this case mobility ratio can compute as 𝑀 = (£�¥£�)ÿ²!´Ò¾±"

(£�¥£�)#��¼!´Ò�±"
=

($Ò�(!�(%.&'))(�
¥$Ò�(!�(%.&'))(�

)

($Ò�(!�(%.Ã))(�
¥$Ò�(!�(%.Ã))(�

)
=

1.7. Consequently, because the mobility ratio is unfavorable, we will have viscose fingering and 

instability in the shock front. Polymer combined to water in a diminutive volume to enhance water 
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viscosity and sweep efficiency. Polymer does not affect residual oil saturation and to decrease it, 

ordinarily, surfactant added to the polymer to diminish interfacial tension (IFT) and by modifying 

the wettability, mobility of both oil and water increased in the reservoir.  

By changing the water parameter, we changed the mobility ratio to one to monitor stability in 

the water shock front.  
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Figure 17: Water flooding with the favorable mobility ratio, so the viscose fingering disappeared and 

water shock front is stable. 

4.2 Polymer flooding  
The polymer increases the viscosity of displacing fluid and significantly improve areal and 

vertical sweep performance. In this segment, we first examine 1 Phase flow (merely water) 

and observe the influence of polymer entrapment and adsorption in 1D. 

4.2.1 Single phase flow  
In this segment, first of all, we acknowledge, we have a fully saturated core with a length of 

1m (without any oil) and then we begin to inject the polymer. We would like to investigate the 

impression of adsorption and polymer entrapment in our model. Adsorption can be the purpose of 

retardation in the water saturation front. Consequently, as much as adsorption increments in our 

model, the polymer flows slower. Nonetheless, adsorption does not affect polymer concentration 

significantly, while mechanical entrapment principally effects of polymer concentration and 

influential effect on polymer saturation shock front retardation.  
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Figure 18 : the polymer concentration for a case we do not have adsorption. Mechanical entrapment 

decreases the polymer concentration at the saturation shock front 

As it represented in Figure 18, in case the we do not have adsorption (𝐶öcT� = 0) and with 

considering constant filtration coefficient (Λ = 0.5), the polymer concentration decreases thanks 

to mechanical plugging. (where Λ define as a dimensionless filtration coefficient).  

The definition of filtration coefficient represents in below :  

𝜆(𝜎) = 𝜆� }1 −
𝜎

𝜎cT�
~ 

 

Equation 64 
 

𝜆� = 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡	𝑎𝑡	𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜	𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑟	𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	 

𝜎cT� = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚	𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑑	(𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑)𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑟	𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	 

𝜕𝑆
𝜕𝑡E

= 𝛬𝐶 

 

Equation 65 
 

Λ = 𝜆(𝜎)𝐿										𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠	𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡	 
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𝑆 = 	
𝜎
𝜑𝑐�

		𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠	𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑑	(𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑)𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑟	𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

The retained polymer also is the function of time and consequently pore volume injected. By 

increasing PV the captured polymer concentration improved. In below the dimensionless retained 

polymer concentration in 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1 PV expressed.  

As it expected, by increasing injected pore volume the polymer retention increased. In Figure 

19, the adsorption does not play a role which means that the maximum dimensionless adsorbed 

polymer concentration is zero (𝐶öcT� ). The length of the domain consider as 1 meter and the 

filtration coefficient is constant. ( dimensionless filtration coefficient is Λ = 0.5)  

 

Figure 19: Dimensionless trapped polymer concertation in case we have constant filtration 

coefficient. (the polymer adsorption neglected in this figurer) 

As much as filtration coefficient increase, the polymer concentration at the shock front 

decreases which means that displacing fluid viscosity will be decrease which leads to have 

instability in shock front. In Figure 20, the dimensionless filtration coefficient is 2, but in Figure 

21, it is 0.5. As it represented in figures by increasing mechanical entrapment the concentration of 

polymer at the shock decreases and moreover retardation in polymer propagation happen (similar 

to polymer adsorption).  
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Figure 20 : Propagation of polymer in porous media is mainly rely on mechanical entrapment. In this 

figure b=10 (Langmuir polymer adsorption parameter), and maximum dimensionless adsorbed polymer 

concentration is 0.5 (𝑪©𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟓), and dimensionless filtration coefficient is 2 (𝚲 = 𝟐). 

 

Figure 21: The adsorption data in exactly same as Figure 20. However in this case the dimensionless 

filtration coefficient decreases to 0.5 (𝚲 = 𝟎. 𝟓). 

In numerical modeling the diffusion coefficient play an important role in the model result. (As 

much as diffusion coefficient is smaller, the reliability of the model increases.). Figure 22, shows 

the outlet concentration data from experiment and matched simulation. Thanks to analytical 

solution the Λ� = 0.438  and 𝑆cT� = 0.695  are fitted to the experimental data. (the filtration 

coefficient is not constant here.)  
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Figure 22: Outlet polymer concentration vs. pore volume injected. The diffusion coefficient effect 

represented in the figure (By decreasing diffusion coefficient dispersion of concentration increases and 

model has better match with experimental data. However analytical solution matched with blue line) . 

4.2.2 Two phase flow  
In this illustration, we have both oil and water in the porous media; next, we start to infuse the 

polymer in porous media. we will calculate the mobility ratio from the method which we 

beforehand described in Chapter 2. we analyze complex situations, with or without adsorption and 

mechanical entrapment to investigate specifically how these two phenomena will influence the 

mobility ratio and concentration variation. Furthermore, we modeled the water saturation structure 

in various statuses. Hence, we have sufficient knowledge to acknowledge, whereby adsorption and 

mechanical entrapment impacts the propagation of polymer in porous media.  

Polymer Flooding, Without Mechanical Entrapment.  

In this case we consider we do not have adsorption nor retention in porous media. The insert 

data is as follow. The insert data is represented in Table 2.  
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time t 
(s) 

distance 
x(m) 

Saturation 
(𝑆Z) 

𝑘]Z (relative 
water 
permeability)  

𝑘]C ( relative 
oil 
permeability )  

water 
viscosity 
[cP] 

Oil viscosity 
[cP] Mobility Ratio  

0,05 0,071 0,535 0,0749 0,093 0,65 90 1,034158362 
0,1 0,153 0,528 0,07138 0,0992 0,65 90 0,997234335 

0,15 0,238 0,523 0,0689 0,10368 0,65 90 0,971343204 
0,2 0,319 0,5235 0,0695 0,1032 0,65 90 0,978274278 

0,25 0,401 0,5232 0,0695 0,103 0,65 90 0,97805334 
0,3 0,483 0,523 0,0689 0,10368 0,65 90 0,971343204 

Table 3: Insert data in the model with considering no mechanical entrapment and no adsorption in 

porous media. The polymer viscosity is 8 cP and the data of Table 2 used in this model 

simply we can compute the mobility ratio utilizing figure 12 and figure 13. we have the 

concentration of polymer which is constant. In this example, we do not have any mechanical 

entrapment and adsorption. Furthermore, from a saturation figure, we can calculate the relative 

permeability of water and oil, applying the Corey type function. Accordingly, we can compute the 

mobility ratio. In this example, the mobility ratio is about 1, so we will have a stable saturation 

shock front. The mobility ratio is related to the chemical-oil-bank shock front. 

 

Figure 23: The polymer flooding, without adsorption and mechanical entrapment. The mobility ratio 

is about 1. and the polymer viscosity id 8 cP. Therefore, we do not have any viscous fingering or 

instability in this case. The instability represented in last time steps is due to low amount of diffusion 

coefficient, so it is numerical issue. Time steps here is 0.05 pore volume injected.  
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Presently in the next case, we examine that in the case in Equation 56, if we diminish the 

amount of the "m" and "n", the entire viscosity of the polymer solution will be diminished. This 

implies that in the system, we will have less stability compared with the former simulation. 

Accordingly, the mobility ratio will increase and rise above one. which indicates that the polymer 

solution transfers faster compared with the oil-bank. It is assumed that we will have instability or 

viscous fingering.  

 

Figure 24: This figures represents the water saturation and the polymer concentration in the case that 

the polymer-solution viscosity id 6 cP. Therefore, compare with the previous case the water saturation at 

the oil-bank will decreases, the mobility ratio increases and the polymer concentration remains constant. 

Because in these two we do not have adsorption or mechanical entrapment of the polymer. Therefore the 

dimensionless polymer concentration is 1, and after polymer front it drop rapidly to zero.  

time t 
(s) 

distance 
x(m) Saturation (Sw) 

polymer viscosity 
(cP) 

Krw (relative water 
permeability)  

Kro ( relative oil 
permeability )  Mobility Ratio  

0,05 0,076 0,506 6,0329126 0,06093 0,1197 1,118861379 
0,1 0,16 0,501 6,0329126 0,0587 0,1248 1,088224024 

0,15 0,242 0,50178 6,037746936 0,0595 0,12395 1,099507463 
0,2 0,326 0,50125 6,03895565 0,05882 0,12448 1,08886804 

0,25 0,411 0,5012 6,040164416 0,05882 0,12448 1,08867723 
0,3 0,496 0,5002 6,040164416 0,0584 0,12555 1,083034207 

Table 4: In the polymer viscosity 6cP and time step 0.05 Pore Volume Injected (PV) 
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The most crucial feature that has to take into account is water saturation in the case of the 

polymer viscosity shift from 8 cP to 6 cP. The water saturation varieties from 0.523 to 0.50 at the 

polymer saturation shock front.   

similarly, in case we increase the water viscosity which implies that by supplementing polymer 

to the polymer-solution, enhance the concentration of polymer and consequently improve its 

viscosity, the mobility ratio will decline to 0.75, which indicates more stability and no viscous 

fingering. 

Polymer Flooding, with Mechanical Entrapment  

In the subsequent step, we modeled the polymer flooding by examining the mechanical 

entrapment phenomena. As we explained previously, the polymers may have sizes more than the 

smallest pore throats, Figure 11. Accordingly, some polymers trapped the pores and decrease the 

effective permeability and furthermore diminish the concentration of the polymer at the polymer 

solution saturation shock front.  

Hence, a lower concentration is the principal motivation for decreasing viscosity in polymer 

solution saturation shock front and more mobility ratio. In former we calculate that in case the 

polymer viscosity is 8 cP and utilizing the data in Table 2, the mobility ratio is 1, desirable. (Table 

3 and Figure 23).Presently, we assume that in case we have mechanical entrapment what would 

occur to the mobility ratio and polymer concentration.   

𝜆� Filtration coefficient at zero polymer retention 
0.438	

1
𝑚 

𝛽 Formation damage coefficient  2000 
Diffusion Diffusion coefficient in 1D  10f2 
𝜎cT� Maximum trapped polymer concentration  0.696 

Table 5: these data used for model the mechanical entrapment in porous media. We do not consider 

adsorption in this simulation. 
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Figure 25: Polymer flooding in case we have mechanical entrapment in porous media. Therefore, the 

concentration of the polymer as it represented in the figure will drop, as a function of pore volume 

injected or time. As a result, the mobility ratio will increase. In this case we used 𝝀𝟎 = 𝟎. 𝟒𝟑𝟖	 𝟏
𝒎

. 

time t 
(s) 

distance 
x(m) 

Saturation 
(Sw) 

Dimensionless 
Concentration  

polymer 
viscosity (cP) 

Krw (relative water 
permeability)  

Kro ( relative oil 
permeability )  Mobility Ratio  

0,05 0,076 0,5225 0,964 7,7080224 0,0687 0,1042 1,023538568 
0,1 0,1556 0,5192 0,927 7,41482885 0,06705 0,1072 1,040128871 

0,15 0,241 0,5112 0,888 7,1077136 0,0637 0,1148 1,040520033 
0,2 0,325 0,5064 0,852 6,8259776 0,0611 0,1194 1,044597242 

0,25 0,41 0,502 0,816 6,5459264 0,0591 0,1237 1,057321615 
0,3 0,492 0,501 0,785 6,30612125 0,0587 0,1247 1,086899018 

Table 6: The mobility increases and it is function of PV. In case we do not have polymer retention the 

mobility at the same condition is below one. However, in this case the mobility ratio raised up and we 

have instable situation. The “m” and “n” which is used in this model (according to Equation 56) are 10.3 

and 1.  

As represented in Figure 25, the concentration of polymer decreases when we examine 

mechanical entrapment in porous media. Accordingly, in case we have a mechanical entrapment, 

the mobility ratio arises and we will have instability. Comparison between Table 6 and Table 3, 

explicates how mechanical entrapment can affect polymer flooding efficiency. Therefore, to 
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compensate for the impact of mechanical entrapment we have to increase the concentration of 

polymer in porous media. it implies that more polymer must be used to have a desirable mobility 

ratio. 

 

Figure 26: In case we have mechanical entrapment, the mobility ratio increased by time (PV injected) 

which means that the concentration of polymer decreases constantly and reduction of polymer 

concentration leads to have more mobility ratio. 

In the following example, we examine that in case we increase "m" in equation 56 from 10.3 

to 20, and consequently change the polymer viscosity, the mobility ratio drops. However, still by 

increasing pre volume injected, the mobility ratio rises and the polymer concentration reduced. 

 

Figure 27: In case we increase the polymer concentration in polymer-solution, we can control effect of 

polymer entrapment. As it represented in water saturation and polymer concentration figures.  
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time t 
(s) 

distance 
x(m) 

Saturation 
(𝑆Z) 

Dimensionless 
Concentration  

polymer 
viscosity (cP) 

𝑘]Z(relative 
water 
permeability)  

𝑘]C ( relative 
oil 
permeability )  Mobility Ratio  

0,05 0,07 0,57 0,966 13,8145514 0,0946 0,065 0,799294879 
0,1 0,146 0,564 0,932 13,3306056 0,0908 0,069 0,800138107 

0,15 0,22 0,563 0,901 12,89067065 0,0908 0,069 0,8246827 
0,2 0,3 0,557 0,865 12,38134625 0,087 0,075 0,829910519 

0,25 0,378 0,555 0,833 11,93002785 0,087 0,076 0,859150949 
0,3 0,456 0,551 0,803 11,50812585 0,0835 0,08 0,859960197 

Table 7: Mobility ratio calculation through water saturation and polymer concentration, polymer 

viscosity, variation. 

 

Figure 28: mobility ratio increasing during polymer flooding in case we have mechanical 

entrapment. 

all in all, as it represents in Table 7, mechanical entrapment can increase the mobility ratio and 

as an outgrowth, it can influence dramatically the effectiveness of polymer flooding. 

Consequently, it is significant to investigate the impression of polymer entrapment in our 

simulation and reality in field-scale projects. Henceforward, mechanical entrapment can effect on 

the dispersion of polymer in porous media and also it can create viscous fingering by increasing 

mobility ratio. Accordingly, it is crucial to monitor viscous fingering in the 2D model. In the 1D 
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model, we can calculate the effect of polymer entrapment by observing the mobility ratio and 

acknowledging the non-constant filtration coefficient hypothesis.  

Now to simulate viscous fingering in porous media in the situation in which we have a mobility 

ratio above 1, we demand to utilize the 2D model. According to the 1D model, the mobility ratio 

of the following model is above one. (meanwhile, we consider mobility ratio we merely examine 

kthe second saturation shock front which determines what we have on the left-hand side because 

the mobility ratio at the first saturation shock front entirely depends on the reservoir properties and 

principally oil viscosity and the relative permeability of water and oil). 

Consequently , the subsequent model the mobility ratio computed 2.17, while water saturation 

before the polymer saturation shock front is 0.51. Accordingly, the water relative permeability is 

0.0448 and the oil relative permeability is 0.0162. At the same time, the water saturation after 

polymer shock front is equal to 0.35, as a result, the relative permeability of water is 0.00508 and 

the relative permeability of oil is 0.4498. oil viscosity, in this case, considers 90 cP while water 

viscosity is 0.65 cP and polymer-solution viscosity is 2.6 cP. by using these data the mobility ratio 

at the polymer saturation shock front is 2.17. ( 𝑆Z
g\XC]\	R3CUh = 0.51 , 𝑆Z

TX[\]	R3CUh = 0.35 , 

𝑘]Z
g\XC]\ = 0.0448, 𝑘]C

g\XC]\ = 0.0162, 𝑘]Z
TX[\]	SCDec\]	R3CUh = 0.00508,𝑘]C

TX[\]	 = 0.4498, 𝜇Z =

0.65	𝑐𝑃, 𝜇C = 90	𝑐𝑃, m=2 and n=1 in Equation 56, M=2.17 ).  

In order to observe viscous fingering in porous media, we regularly demand to examine 

heterogeneity in the reservoir. Because to solve a partial differential equation through the finite 

element method, we consider the diffusion term. The diffusion term leads to stability in the shock 

saturation. which means that by decreasing Peclet number, we can eliminate all instability in all 

domains. Therefore, we consider heterogeneity in our simulation and 𝑣PS  (Dykstra-Parsons 
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coefficient )in our case, it is equal to 0.1 (𝑣PS). Therefore, this small amount of 𝑣PS can verify 

viscous fingering nor channeling. (Ranganathan, 2012) 

 

Figure 29: heterogeneity field which we used in 2D model. in order to monitor viscous fingering in our 

system better with considering the 𝒗𝒅𝒑=0.1. which implies that we have viscous fingering nor channeling 

in our numerical simulation.  
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Figure 30: Polymer flooding in porous media in case we have mobility ratio of 2.17 in polymer 

saturation shock front. As represented here we can monitor instability in polymer shock front. 

 

Figure 31: fractional flow as a function of water saturation. Blue curve represents the polymer 

flooding in porous media while the green line describes the water flooding. In chapter 2, I explained 

completely how we can obtain water saturation in upstream and downstream through fractional flow 

curves.  
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Figure 32: polymer propagation in porous media with the data at Table 2. In this case the polymer 

viscosity id 7.2 cP. which means that the mobility ratio is 1. Compare with Figure 30, where the mobility 

ratio is 2.17, we can shows the effect of mobility ratio and instability of polymer shock front. 
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4.3 Effect of mechanical entrapment in 2D model:  
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Figure 33: Using exactly the same data which me have in Table 3 but with considering mechanical 

entrapment. (on that case the without considering the mechanical entrapment, the mobility ratio was 1). 

However in this figures we consider effect of mechanical entrapment and as it represented we have 

instability in polymer shock front. ( 𝝀𝟎 = 𝟎. 𝟒𝟑𝟖	 𝟏
𝒎
, 𝝈𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟔𝟗𝟓, Peclet=9e10, ) 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion  
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Polymer combined with the oil to enhance the viscosity of the water to improve the sweep 

efficiency in a reservoir.  Raising the viscosity of the polymer, the mobility ratio diminishes, which 

assists in circumventing viscous fingering phenomena and instability on the polymer saturation 

shock front. In this thesis, I investigate the influence of mechanical entrapment and adsorption on 

the performance of polymer flooding in porous media. Subsequently, the small volume of the 

polymer can increase the viscosity of the water dramatically. Nevertheless, it is crucial that this 

polymer propagates in the reservoir properly. It implies that all polymer should cross through the 

pore throats of the porous media, which explicates the importance of the size of the polymer. 

Nonetheless, generally in the industry, the mean size of the polymer announced. Nevertheless, all 

the polymer does not have the same size and the polymer size distribution is crucial criteria to 

investigate the polymer propagation. Usually, due to the limitation which we have in well-

injectivity, it is more desirable to utilize polymer with more size cause tend to the large polymer 

can execute our solution extra viscous. Notwithstanding, experimentation determines that as much 

as polymer length grows, degradation increases. Moreover, the polymer can be trapped in porous 

media in case the size of the polymer is more than the smallest pore size. Accordingly, the pore 

size distribution and polymer size variation play an influential role in polymer propagation and 

mechanical entrapment. Mechanical entrapment mostly diminishes the effective permeability and 

reducing the polymer concentration in the polymer saturation shock front. generally, the 

mechanical entrapment will display with filtration approach, in this thesis we examine the non-

constant filtration coefficient to model polymer retention in porous media. Adsorption of the 

polymer additionally is a different serious concern that can influence considerably in polymer 

propagation. The surface charge of rock, particularly in the clay rock, leads to having a reaction 

between the polymer and surface of the rock. the retardation of polymer flow due to polymer 

adsorption is one of the most remarkable consequences that can transpire through polymer EOR. 
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Adsorption can also change the effective permeability of the reservoir. Entirely both mechanical 

entrapment and adsorption of the polymer can decrease the effective permeability of the reservoir. 

Nevertheless, the adsorption chiefly makes a postponement in polymer propagation and does not 

affect polymer concentration in the saturation shock front. While mechanical entrapment 

essentially acts on polymer concentration. In this research, the effect of polymer entrapment in 

represented in both 1D and 2D model. The instability monitor in case of the mobility ratio increase 

above one. The mobility ratio during polymer front with respecting the mechanical entrapment 

increases constantly. Because polymer concentration diminishes steadily. The result in 1D also 

compared with both the analytical solution and experimental data. In the analytical solution, the 

diffusion coefficient is considered negligible. Nevertheless, experimental data explicates diffusion 

presents in laboratory data. Applying numerical simulation, we describe how diffusion term can 

influence our model. All in all, this thesis investigates the influence of mechanical entrapment in 

the concentration of polymer, polymer propagation, water saturation, pressure, and effective 

permeability. 
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